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Michael Rees: From Ear to Ear

From Ear to Ear. What is from ear to ear? Two expressions and an inference
come to mind: to smile from ear to ear, to have a throat slit ear to ear, the grey
matter between the ears. The reference in the first is often to sex. In the second,
death to be sure, but so too is there the whiff of sex. The combination of sex and
death (Eros and Thanatos) has a comprehensive history in both art and literature.
Michael Rees combines the references, but turns towards their light rather than
their dark aspect. His interest is not in any violence to the body per se, but in, as
Rees says, "ecstasy of the body as it is in vision, sex, sleep and death." This leads
to the third implication of From Ear to Ear i.e. the gray matter which resides
between the ears. The holographic engine. The pathological organ.

In writings about the work of
Michael Rees there is an overriding
emphasis on the body and on the tech-
nologies Rees employs. As much as
Rees may make use of technologies that
can be applied to the body, and though
recognizable body parts are included in
the works themselves, something more
than the body is afoot.

There is a paralell between fin-de-
siecle Paris and the end of our own century. While technological development
spurred the world on to greater heights (the bicycle, the Eiffel Tower, various
global projects such as the Suez canal and the Panama Canal, etc.,.) there was a
similar revolution in art of enormous magnitude. If the advent of computer dri-
ven media is putting us on the brink of yet another aesthetic revolution,  then
Michael Rees is one of its tremors.

We have sought for firm ground and found none. The deep -
er we penetrate, the more restless becomes the universe;
all is rushing about and vibrating in a wild dance.

—Max Born

Definition: Pataphysics is the science of imaginary solu -
tions, which symbolically attributes the properties of
objects, described by their virtuality, to their lineaments.

—Alfred Jarry,
from Gestes et Opinions du Docteur Faustroll.
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In Roger Shattuck's The Banquet Years, Shattuck describes
the avant-garde arts in France at the turn of the last century as
characterized by juxtaposition without transition.  Movies rep-
resented the purest form of the art of juxtaposition.  Eisenstein
is the radical juxtaposition, the hard edit, the image in conflict
or collision as was much of the art of the early twentieth cen-
tury.  Cubism, Futurism, Constructivism, Dadaism, Orphism,
Simultanism, Surrealism, Vorticism, all shared this common
impulse.  

In the work of Michael Rees, juxtaposition is still a key ele-
ment, but it is juxtaposition with transition as opposed to con-
flict.  Transition, whether of the body, sexuality, form, or any
other boundary is much more the defining characteristic of art
at our end of the century.  Rees' is not the explosion in a shin-
gle factory or the chance meeting of an umbrella and a sewing
machine on a dissecting table.  It's not even the clumsy stitch-
ing together of a Frankenstein monster, but a much more seam-
less creation.  Movies, especially horror movies, are not unre-
lated to Rees's work. 

Going to see Rees's sculpture is like taking a trip to a sur-
real knacker or the back rooms of fossil storage at the
American Museum of Natural History in New York.  I am
reminded of that now as I glimpse the odd bits of skeleton that
Rees displays.  Over here is vertebral columns with pelvises
attached over there a skull.  You'd expect all these skeletons to
be pushing up daisies, instead they're festooned with fungi like
growths, and uteri, and ears, and other things besides.  The
growths turn out to be representations of the ckakras of Hindu
philosophy. Though decidedly human, these extra-skeletal
additions make me think of Dr.  Moreau and strange science
fiction experiments that include alien abduction.  

The materials themselves contribute to this.  Just what
the sculptures are made of is unclear. The color and quality of
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Ajna Spine Series 12, detail (21” tall), 1998, SLA.

the sculptures add to their strangeness.  The translucent amber sculptures glow
and sparkle like crystal.  Ajna3 Amber is in part a skull.  Placed inside it is a
uterus.  Sprouting from the top, the front, and the back are tuberous chakras.  The
head of a cow is a part of the stalk that comes from the top.  Nearby stands the
vertebral column of Ajna Spine Series 12. As the light moves through them it is
broken and reflected by the faceting on their surfaces, which is a byproduct of
their manufacture.  The effect is dazzling, jewel-like.  The opaque black and
white sculptures could be plaster, stone, or plastic.  The black sculpture, Ajna
Spine Series 13 has a rich black granulated surface that absorbs both light and
sound.  The single large sculpture in
the show, Chakra Seuss , seems
carved in wood. 

What are these exquisite corpses?
It seems we've entered the palace at
4 am.  In A Land, Jacqueta Hawkes
calls art fossils of the psyche, a
phrase most apt in describing the
sculpture of Michael Rees.  If so, are the sculptures a glimpse of past, present or
future? Are they images of the ruins as we were, are, or those that we will rise
into. 

For Hawkes, the development of the human brain, of consciousness, past a
certain point became a pathological condition.  Like the Irish Elk with its mas-
sive rack of antlers, what for us started out a positive adaptive function that
allowed us to survive and progress has become the engine of destruction: "There
is some merciless force in evolution that may cause trends, once they have begun,
to become excessive and at last pathological, the unfortunate species concerned
being utterly helpless and unable to check their racial suicide. " The develop-
ment of those materials processes, technologies, and attitudes that enable us to
kill ourselves and destroy the planet are symptomatic of the brain’s progression
into a pathological organ.  Extinction is never far behind.  Perhaps, then, the
sculptures are shades of what we are, as a deranged consciousness transforms the
body into strange and monstrous forms, weird hybrids of internal and external
physiology with plant-like appendages.  The body reduced to a skeleton, the head
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replaced by pure consciousness and an organ of creation.  
Admittedly, the developing brain, as it takes hold of consciousness portrayed as a ram-

paging organ of destruction and generator of aberrant morphology, is a compelling image
along the lines of The Blob. Yet Hawkes is not convinced by her own doomsday scenario
and neither, most assuredly, is Rees.  Hawkes changes to an optimistic note and believes
that what initially led us to the brink, is now reversing itself as another Hell Raiser is put
back into its box; "mind, which at first denied men their instinctive sense of wholeness, is
at last returning such a sense, but on its own mental level.  Consciousness is melting us
all down together again: earth, air, fire, and water, past and future, lobsters, butterflies,
meteors, and men.” (Hawkes) This is Rees’s territory.  He seems to be participating in a
reunification on a mental level of his own, making the sculptures the pataphysical remains
to come. 

More than a Dr.  Frankenstein or a Dr.  Moreau, beyond a mere physician or meta-
physician, Rees is a Pataphysician, a creator of imaginary solutions.  You hear a lot about
art in a prescriptive sense in terms of asking questions as opposed to having answers as if
answers were anathema, something to be avoided.  As if answers were a pathogen all of
their own.  Yet Rees proposes answers to our questions of, of what? Its not quite clear.
And if they're only answers to his own questions? It's enough to recognize that there are
answers there.  Not hard and fast answers.  Not bludgeoning and unyielding.  Not the kind
of answer that would gladly slit your throat.  No.  Let's say instead that there are solutions
being proposed. 

Undeniably, part of the solution Rees proposes is spiritual.  It is also lyrical and deli-
cate.  It is fuller even than Rees’s own Visual Taxonomy, a grid of images that catalogues
references, inspirations and influences.  Balancing this, the solution also includes an
earthy humorousness in a nonsensical way, as do the sculptures.  Ajna Spine 13 is more
nonsensical than most as a series of tuberous protrusions are bookended by human ears.
Chakra Seuss participates even more fully, as its name would suggest.  This is the way
through and this is the fullness that Rees attempts.  The all encompassing sex and death
and sleep and vision.      

Looking at the sculptures themselves, they are not adult scale, but they don’t mean to
be child-like either.  Most are the size of a pet, something you could hold in your arms.
By engaging this scale Rees allows them to inhabit an otherworldly realm only vaguely
human.  We know we’re involved, but don’t know quite how. To see how the sculptures
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would change by changing scale one only has to look at
Rees'Chakra Seuss, a towering piece.  This indicates a logical
and fruitful direction for Rees to go; one which he has already
started on in this and even newer sculptures. Chakra Seuss has
come down off one of the tables and begun to enter our domain
as more of a personage.  The animation of the work is delightful
and unavoidable.  Besides the practical problem of stabilization,
I don't understand why Rees didn't let this piece take the final
step off the tables and take possession of our space fully, as this
sculpture seems capable.  Imagining a room full of overgrown
Ajna Spines is truly to be in a land somewhere between Dr. Seuss
and The Day of the Trifids.

And what about the bases? Something is clearly going on here
and yet they are consistently overlooked or given very short
shrift.  Bases could have been simple.  Yet Rees chooses the
tables, and he makes these tables himself.  Is this the physical
expression of the irrepressible desire to create that is the subject
of much of Rees's attention, but which he denies himself in his
sculpture?     

The bases stand one atop another, one table on top of anoth-
er much as Eric Satie had stacked one piano on top of another in
his apartment. Why does Rees stack tables? The table that stands
directly on the ground has legs that are short and squat.  The
table above, legs that are long and spindly. The decrease in mass
suggests a speeding up in time and space.  Looking from the
ground up gravity lessens as table surmounts table, the whole
thing picking up speed as it stretches to the sculpture.  It seems
as if the squat table below had sampled a little cake labeled "EAT
ME" and been stretched accordingly. As in Alice's wonderland,
odd juxtapositions, nonsense and the absurd are always at hand
in the land of Michael Rees.  On the more rational side of the
glass the multiple bases with their varied designs reflect Rees's
stacking of visual and intellectual references in the sculptures
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themselves.   Each platform becomes another platform of meaning.   Thinking of the ver-
tical Anja Spine Series 1.11 in particular, it seems possible that the whole configuration is
a grand representation of the computer itself:

Floppy Disk
Software           
Mainframe
Platform

Maybe I'm doing Rees a disservice by calling the tables bases.   After the thought and
work put into them and their relationship to the sculptures, they are clearly part of the
sculpture in a way that most bases are not.   Without them the sculptures become very dif-
ferent works.   They become disengaged and precious objects rather than a part of the mix.
On a base more base they would lose their connection to the ground which seems signif-
icant for many reasons especially when the composition of tables and sculpture is seen as
pyramidal.   

Thinking in terms of sacred architecture adds new levels to the sculpture (by
which I mean to include the tables).   The stupa, a domelike mound containing a shrine,
is sacred Buddhist Architecture and refers back to burial mounds as well.   The form of
the stupa, no matter what variation, location, or age, takes the characteristic form of a
square surmounted by a hemisphere out of the top of which comes a tree-like form which
is crowned by a small form often a precious stone or some residual reference to it.   The
symbolism is a movement from the earthly to the spiritual with the forms becoming more
attenuated as they move from the ground up.   Rees's sculptures, from square tables, to
vertebral column, to their more ornate tops follow the stupa model.  The shared symbol-
ism of stupa and sculpture, reinforced by Rees's incorporation of other Eastern imagery,
is beautifully subtle.   

In statements about this work, Rees has written about the table. “A table has a
biomorphic quality.  Early Roman and Greek tables always had the foot of a lion or other
animal beneath them.  This might have been a metaphor for the desire to control nature.
Currently, it is decidedly not a metaphor but a seeming reality.  It is the ‘Hell Raiser’of a
mouse that grows a human ear, the transposed heads of chimpanzees, or a cloned sheep
that is identical to the parent.  To whatever end, as a culture, we seek that this mastery
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over nature, which was previously metaphorical,
becomes reified. 

“In that no two of these  tables are identical, they
are offspring of the many permutations that are
embodied in the word; ’table’.  In the history of the
table as cultural object, these tables are a shift
between the biomorphic and the linguistic.  They are
nouns that are are related in a familial way.  They are
in the family way, pregnant with contextual meaning.

“Finally, a table is an object to place things upon
and a chart of the comparison of information (Table
of Elements).  As a chart, it is representative of a cat -
egorical study. It is contextual and  is the root of how
we understand art.  (Namely, that nothing is under -
stood without its context.) These tables are a frame, a
19th century european context, which includes
Victorian furniture, wooden medical and scientific
furniture, and by extension the rationalism of Freud,
and of Darwin.  

“The isolating aspect of the tables, the focusing of
the viewer upon the subject of the sculpture as a spec -
imen in a cabinet of wonders is a little like the grid in
Peter Greenaway's movie “Zed and Double Nought".
They are a frame against which to see the work, or in
Greenaway's movie, the disintegrating corpse.  And,
unlike Greenaway, they are decidedly not a grid.
Instead, they contribute to the sense that the sculp -
tures are displayed as fossils of the psyche.  The
sculptures and the tables are allowed to interact in
comparison to one another as similarities and differ -
ences remind one of the potentials of genetic or lin -
guistic permutations. “ (Rees 1999)

Ken Johnson, in his review of this show in
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Assistants and sculptural process have historically been a kind of escape hatch.
If the artist’s intention was not fully realized by an assistant, or the material and
process spoke more loudly, this was part and parcel of the whole. It was integrated
into the vague notion of sculptural process revealing itself in the work Ths is not
the case here. With the new technologies that Rees uses, it’s like having the perfect
assistant/technician.  No loss of vision occurs as one mind influences the next. 

Doing this, exposing the quality and profundity of your ideas without benefit of
the escape hatch of compromised expression because of technical or procedural dif-
ficulty, is a naked, risky, and potentially terrifying act.  The spectator’s knowing
that there is no limitation to expression except the richness or paucity of the artist’s
intellect and imagination makes the art itself transparent in a way that other styles
of art do not now and have not in the past.  Rather than seeing the forms first, it is
possible to see almost simultaneously into the consciousness of the artist and to
understand it, and judge it, at that rock bottom a foundation.  This is the strength
and primary interest in Rees’s work.  Being brought into the infinite space of that
velvety blackness that is both the background of the CAD screen and the artistís
mind makes the experience a visionary or hallucinatory one. 

-Dion Kliner, Brooklyn 1998
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the New York Times, commented that the discovery that the
sculptures were not made by hand was disappointing; his
enjoyment and understanding of the show compromised as a
result.  Curious.  Would it have made a difference if the sculp-
tures were made by hand but not Michael Rees’s hand?
Johnson is correct when he warns of the danger inherent in the
use of new technologies by artists and the too frequent tenden-
cy to end up with nothing but technology on display.

Michael Rees does not fit into this category. Quite the
opposite, he has developed the computer as a very precise
assistant, one that accurately translates his intention to exam-
ine the psychological body.

At various times in history the use of assistants is
understood as interfering with the integrity and authenticity of
the art created.  Economics, politics, and aesthetics play a part
in the use of assistants and how they are viewed, with tension
seesawing between pro and con.  During The Banquet Years ,
and in those immediately preceding them, the vanguard artists
did their own work.  Rodin and Duchamp bracket these years
and participate too in the use of assistants.  Duchamp changed
the concept of artist’s assistants altogether by ushering in the
Readymade thereby making industrial processes and workers
into anonymous assistants. 

Like Duchamp, using modern technology as an assis-
tant, neither the identity of Rees’s assistant nor the quality of
the work is in question.  Just as it was neither germane nor
helpful to inquire whether the fountain was a well made urinal,
so too the quality of Rees’s sculpture must be seen to lie
beyond the body of the work itself.  It resides instead in a more
abstracted realm that could be called its essence.  A perfect
symmetry exists between Rees’s interests in the body and spir-
it on the one hand, and his method of art making and its com-
prehension on the other.

Ajna Spine Series 12, 64” high, 1998, SLA, 

Dion Kliner is a sculptor and writer living in Brooklyn, New York. His arti-
cles have appeared in Flash Art and Art In America. 



Ajna Spine Series 2.22, detail (18” tall), 1998, SLA.

Touching the Untouched

If scientific visualization is “the ability to see the unseen,” then the new technology
employed by Michael Rees and his contemporaries gives us the ability to touch the untouched.
Whereas Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase succeeds in capturing different angles of the
physical body in time and space and presenting it on a two-dimensional surface, Rees’ psychic
anatomy captures the sensory organs dangling at their frayed ends, grasping at the touch of the
stairs on the feet and even listening for the very sound of the air passing over the skin as the body
descends, and presents it in a 3-D space. 

Michael Rees’ sculptures represent the Pandora’s Box of our hopes and our fears for a
future we cannot predict. As always, art is on the leading edge, touching and feeling the future
with its fingers of imagination and creativity. Just as Duchamps’ Nude was misunderstood and yet
captured beautifully an understanding of time and motion, Rees’ works of art are expressions of
our sensory, if not our genetic future. As our activities increasingly dematerialize into cyberspace,
our emotional senses will continue to reach out for the stimulation of physical space. Genetic
engineers have already shown they can make nonfunctional organs, such as eyes, grow unnatu-
rally on an insect’s legs and other body parts.  Ears on the spinal column seem just as feasible.
Perhaps Michael is suggesting such ears might even have a function. I might spend less time in
this chair if I could hear what it is doing to my spine.

It is common wisdom that humans rely predominantly on vision to download informa-
tion from the world around us and we rely on words to articulate subtle distinctions about what
we see. A picture may be worth a thousand words, but we usually require the thousand words to
verify between us that we see the same picture. When it comes to the other senses- touch, smell,
taste, hearing, and those complex combinations that make up feelings and emotions-we are even
less articulate. 

Jaron Lanier, who coined the term virtual reality, says he is jealous of certain kinds of
cephalopods, who are capable of morphing their bodies. They can change colors in real time and
have muscles under their skin to change the shapes of their bodies. Humans, on the other hand,
he points out, have an asymmetry: We have a much greater capacity to absorb data than to give
it out. Language, arts, and architecture are ways to bridge the gap. As technology improves, it
teaches us to expect better ways to see ourselves and to want more. According to Lanier, tech-
nology is our way of expressing optimism about the future.

When I first suggested that the kind of layered manufacturing techniques that Rees uses
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to create his art objects represents the possibility for a new aesthetic, I received a lot of
pushback from some of my artist friends. According to Keith Brown, although new tech-
nologies may “offer an extension to what can be sensed; this must inevitably be brought
within range of the senses or it can not possibly be perceived of as an aesthetic experience.
I am not aware of any new senses being made available through technology.” 

However, even if the new abilities to see the unseen and touch the untouched are
not considered new senses, as such, I argue that they change our perception of the world
and that must change art. 

We do need to bring our experiences of new technologies back into the range of
our senses, but what we sense and the meaning we attach to it has been altered. When we
look up into the sky, swim in the ocean, or prepare our food to eat, we think of those activ-
ities much differently today than people did thousands of years ago. In the future, artificial
sensors of every kind and new kinds will be pervasive and computing power to analyze
the data will be ubiquitous and both will be embedded into the infrastructure. We will need
to make some human sense of it and we may learn some new truths because of it. Artists
will help us to make human sense of these abilities. Rees is enmeshed in the problems of
making that sense. He is giving us another way to morph ourselves.

Doug Engelbart, in proposing the H-LAM/T system (Human using Language,
Artifacts, Methodology, in which he is Trained) wrote, “A direct new innovation in one
particular capability can have far-reaching effects throughout the rest of your capability
hierarchy; these latent capabilities may previously have been unusable in the hierarchy and
become usable because of the new capability at the higher level” (Augmenting Human
Intellect: A Conceptual Framework, October 1962). Rees’ use of rapid prototyping and
CAD allow the use of latent capabilities in his content to express themselves at higher lev-
els, just as Engelbart and Lanier have perceived they might. Rees has stated “These new
technologies allow me to dissolve the issues of how the sculptures are made in favor of the
content of the work and its complexity of form.”

This does not mean to say that Rees or this new technology can democratize art.
Photography did not democratize art. The Internet will not democratize art. Designer and
artist friend Brian Clark has reminded me that in order for art to be great, the artist still
must have something to say and technology does not change that. I argue only that tech-
nology will make new abilities available to artists that were previously unavailable. The
artists are discovering new things to say with this new way to say things. Pablo Picasso is
reputed to have said, “Art is a lie that makes us realize the truth.” I suspect this technolo-
gy will enable a whole new set of lies and truth:

Ajna Spine Series 2, detail (20” tall), 1998, SLS



To see the sounds that the ears hear 
To touch the temperature of the air in hair
To finger the lines of soul in a face
To hold a bowl of emotional space.

Kurt Vonnegut wrote in Timequake that virtually no works of art attract any attention
unless we also know something about the artist and the artist’s life and motivations and so
forth: “Pictures are famous for their humanness, and not for their pictureness.” I see in
Michael Rees’work not just bare bones, but a complete, albeit mysterious, humanness. 

-Brock Hinzmann, Menlo Park, California 1999

Ajna Spne Series H 1, Detail (5.5” tall), 1998, SLA

Brock Hinzmann is Technology Navigator for SRI Consulting, a subsidiary of SRI International
(formerly the Stanford Research Institute). As a creator of technology roadmaps, particularly in the
areas of advanced materials and materials processing, Hinzmann began monitoring rapid prototyp-
ing technologies more than ten years ago and was a member of the board of advisors that founded
the Society of Manufacturing Engineers Rapid Prototyping Association and subsequently joined
the Industrial Designers Society of America, at whose conferences he has spoken on the relation-
ship between technology and design.
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